Many embedded reactive programs perform computations at different rates, while still requiring the overall application to satisfy very tight temporal constraints. We propose a method to automatically distribute programs such that the obtained parts can be run at different rates, which we call rate desynchronization. We consider general programs whose control structure is a finite state automaton and with a DAG of actions in each state. The motivation is to take into account long-duration tasks inside the programs: these are tasks whose execution time is long compared to the other computations in the application, and whose maximal execution rate is known and bounded. Merely scheduling such a long duration task at a slow rate would not work since the whole program would be slowed down if compiled into sequential code. It would thus be impossible to meet the temporal constraints, unless such long duration tasks could be desynchronized from the remaining computations. This is precisely what our method achieves: it distributes the initial program into several parts, so that the parts performing the slow computations can be run at an appropriate rate, therefore not impairing the global reaction time of the program. We present in detail our method, all the involved algorithms, and a small running example. We also compare our method with the related work.
1. INTRODUCTION
Embedded Reactive Programs
Embedded programs are programs running on systems, such as autonomous vehicles, mobile systems, satellites, and so on. Their main requirement is to comply with limited resources: limited memory, limited computing power, and limited power supply. Often, they must also react continuously to their environment, at a speed determined by the latter, and are thus termed as reactive programs [Harel and Pnueli 1985] . As such, they must meet the following additional requirements:
(1) Temporal requirements. This concerns both the input rate and the input/ output response time. To check their satisfaction on the implementation, it is necessary to know bounds on the execution time of each computation, as well as on the maximal input rate. (2) Safety requirements. Being intrinsically critical, they require rigorous design methods and languages, as well as formal verification and validation of their behavior. (3) Parallelism requirements. The design must take into account the parallelism between the system and its environment. Moreover, these systems are sometimes implemented on distributed architectures, whether for reasons of processor load, performance increase, fault tolerance, or functionality (geographical distribution).
Automatic Rate Desynchronization
In this paper, we present a method to achieve the automatic rate desynchronization of embedded programs. The programs we consider have a control structure expressed as a finite state automaton, and are meant to be run in an execution loop, where one iteration of this loop corresponds to one reaction of the program, and where inputs are obtained from the environment at the beginning of each state of the automaton. Therefore, a reaction of the program involves obtaining the inputs from the environment and then executing one transition of its automaton. Given a centralized source program and some distribution specifications provided by the user, we will automatically produce a desynchronized program having the same observable behavior as the one of the centralized source program. This will consist of a distributed program, with as many parts as required by the distribution specifications. These parts will communicate harmoniously through asynchronous buffers, and each will have its own execution loop. By rate desynchronization, we mean that the rates of the obtained part will not necessarily be all identical and, thus, not identical to the rate of the centralized source program. 
Motivation: Long-Duration Tasks
One of the main motivations for rate desynchronization is the handling of longduration tasks. These computations have the following three characteristics: (1) their execution time is long compared with the other computations in the application, (2) their execution time is known and bounded, and (3) their maximal execution rate is known and bounded. Of course, the execution time and execution rate of a long-duration task must be consistent with the performance of the hardware running the system. Otherwise, the temporal requirements of the system will never be met. We will address this issue in Section 5.1.
Many embedded reactive programs do involve long-duration tasks. This is the case of the CO3N4 software control system, developed at Schneider Electric for nuclear plants [Bergerand and Pilaud 1988] . One of CO3N4's subsystems had a very tight timing constraint and its first implementation could not meet it. This subsystem consisted of two parts, a slow one performing a long-duration task and a fast one performing everything else. The engineers came up with a solution where the slow part was cut into two subparts, with the system performing at each of its cycles the fast part and, alternately, the first slow subpart and the second slow subpart.
As an example, consider a system with three tasks: task A performs slow computations (duration = 8, period = deadline = 32); task B performs medium and more urgent computations (duration = 6, period = deadline = 24); and, finally, task C performs the fastest and most urgent computations (duration = 4, period = deadline = 8). There are two ways to implement such a system: (1) Manual task slicing. Tasks A and B are sliced into small chunks, which are interleaved with task C, as shown in Figure 1 (the chunks are denoted by A1, A2, A3, and A4 for tasks A, and B1, B2, and B3 for task B). Such a manual task slicing is very hard to achieve, error prone, and difficult to debug. The main reasons are that the slicing itself is complex, in the general case various subparts may communicate with each other, and finally, obtaining a correct and deadlock-free interleaving is difficult. (2) Distribution into three processes. Here, tasks A, B, and C are performed by one process each, and the task slicing is done by the scheduler of the underlying real-time operating system, with some priority policy. 1 There are two ways to achieve such a distribution into three processes: (a) Manually programming three asynchronous tasks. The example of the Mars Rover Pathfinder 2 shows the limitation of this approach for critical systems. In the Mars Rover case, several parallel tasks had to share common resources. Since some tasks were more urgent than others, the designers used priorities. However, at some point during execution, the phenomenon known as priority inversion occurred [Sha et al. 1990] , causing a total system reset! The intrinsic nondeterminism of the system, combined with the fact that each parallel subsystem was designed separately, made the problem all the more difficult to debug. We claim that this approach-manual programming of a real-time parallel program-makes the program harder to debug, test, and verify. (b) Distributing a centralized program into three processes. To automatically achieve a distributed implementation, we choose the so-called object code distribution method. It involves first building the complete object code of the centralized program (that is, a single-task program) and then distributing it according to the system designer's specifications. The main advantage of this approach is that it is easier and less error-prone than to directly design a distributed system. This explains the recent success of automatic distribution methods (see [Gupta et al. 1999 ] for a survey of existing methods, or [Caspi et al. 1999 ] for a more specific algorithm working on programs having a finite state automaton control structure). The other advantage of this approach is the possibility to debug and formally verify the centralized program before its distribution, which is always easier and faster than debugging a distributed program. Finally, there remains the issue of the correctness of this approach: it will be addressed in Section 3.1.
In other words, the solution we propose avoids, not only the manual partition of A and B into small chunks A i and B i (as in solution 1), but also the manual partition of the whole program into A, B, and C (as in solution 2a). Moreover, since the distribution will be automated, it will allow the user to test several partitions along with several priority policies.
Outline of the Paper
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the format of our programs. In Section 3, we present a first attempt of automatic distribution and discuss why this does not work, i.e., why the rates of all the obtained parts are identical. In Section 4, we explain in detail our method for achieving the rate desynchronization. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss issues like worst-case execution time, implementation, and related work, and give some concluding remarks.
PRELIMINARIES
Our method for achieving the rate desynchronization of programs heavily uses past work on automatic distribution, based on a finite state automaton format called OC. In this section, we present this format (basically a finite state automaton with a DAG of sequential actions in each state) and then in subsequent sections an OC program that will serve as a running example.
Automaton Format
Our distribution algorithm [Caspi et al. 1999 ] uses an automaton format named OC (for Object Code [Plaice and Saint 1987] ). An OC program is a finite deterministic automaton. This state graph can be cyclic, but, in each state, there is sequential acyclic code, represented by a rooted binary-directed acyclic graph (DAG) of actions. A program manipulates three kinds of variables: input variables can be used only as r-values; local and output variables can be used as r-values and l-values; output variables are also written to the environment.
Each DAG has one root (graphically represented by a circled dot), several unary and binary nodes, and one or more leaves:
r Unary nodes are sequential actions, which can be either: This automaton format is quite general, since programs written in a classical imperative programming language can be compiled into this format. In fact, any OC program can be translated into a flow graph of basic blocks, and vice versa.
Finally, concerning the execution, an OC program is embedded in an execution loop: at each cycle, the inputs are read from the environment and then one transition of the automaton is executed (i.e., the code of the current state's DAG is executed). The outputs are written to the environment when executing the automaton's transition through the write actions. For a reactive system, checking the temporal constraints amounts to verifying that the automaton can be run in an execution loop whose period is less than the maximal time allowed by the temporal constraint.
The FILTER OC Program
We consider the following OC program FILTER. It has two states, numbered 0 and 1, 0 being the initial state. In each state, the DAG can be depicted as a graph or equivalently as a textual list of instructions. The FILTER program has: r two inputs: the Boolean CK and the integer IN; r two outputs: the integers RES and OUT; OUT is computed by calling the external function SLOW; this function is supposed to perform a long and complicated computation; here, for sake of simplicity, we assume that the result of SLOW(n) is 3*n.
In addition, each input and output has a rate, which is the sequence of cycles where it "exists," that is, where it bears a value. Nothing is known a priori about the rates; in particular, they do not need to be periodic. Here, IN is used only when CK is true, so we say that its rate is CK. 3 In contrast, since CK is used at each cycle, we say that its rate is the base rate of the program. OUT is written each time CK is true; hence, its rate is CK. Finally, RES is written at each cycle so its rate is the base rate.
Since the branchings can be nested, so can the rates. Therefore, we can build a tree of rates, whose root is the base rate of the program and whose nodes are the different rates. A rate C1 is then said to be faster than another rate C2 if C2 is in the subtree whose root is C1. Each node of this tree can then be decorated with the set of inputs and outputs whose rate is precisely the node.
The FILTER program remains in state 0 until the first instant when CK bears the value true; it then moves to state 1. Figure 4 below is an example of a run. In this run, the rate CK is periodic (true at instants 1, 4, 7, and so on, as shown by the thick bars above). However, this is not necessarily the case and it is not required by our method.
The logical time of the program, mentioned in Figure 4 , is the cycle number of the program, also called the base rate. Each other rate also defines a logical time, which is the logical time of all the variables with this rate; it is slower than the logical time of the program. In order to identify the values of the different variables, we add as a subscript the cycle number of its rate's logical time (for instance, CK 1 = T and CK 2 = F). Similarly, IN 1 = 14, IN 2 = 9. Note that the variables IN and RES advance at a different rate: the value IN 2 occurs at the same program cycle as the value RES 4 . Note also that RES 4 is equal to OUT 1 . Actually, the output RES is a "delayed" version of the output OUT. In this sense, the input value IN 1 = 14 yields the output value RES 4 = 42.
Throughout the paper, we suppose that SLOW takes 7 time units to complete and that, altogether, the other computations of the program take 1 time unit. Thus, the worst-case execution time (WCET) of FILTER is 8 time units (7+1). In the run of Figure 4 , this WCET is achieved at cycles 1, 4, and 7. Thus, the period of the execution loop (that is, the base rate of the program) cannot be smaller than 8 time units. This is not acceptable if the temporal requirements impose a smaller period. The purpose of our rate desynchronization method is to achieve a smaller period for the computations scheduled on the base rate. In Section 3, we show that the simple distribution of FILTER into two communicating tasks does not solve the problem because these two tasks still share the same logical time and, hence, have the same period. Section 4, presents our method to further desynchronize the two tasks, so that the fast computations be performed at a fast rate, while the slow computations are performed at a slow rate.
A FIRST ATTEMPT OF DESYNCHRONIZATION
First, we present the basic distribution algorithm and the communication primitives used, before studying why it fails to work for the FILTER program.
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Automatic Distribution Algorithm
The distribution algorithm we use in this paper is fully presented in Caspi et al. [1999] . We only outline it here. It involves the following successive steps:
(1) Assign a unique computing location to each sequential action, according to the distribution specifications provided by the user; these specifications are a partition of the set of inputs and outputs of the program into n subsets, one for each computing location of the final parallel program; note that achieving the "best" localization of the sequential actions (whatever the optimization criterion) is irrelevant in the present paper, since we want to drive the distribution according to the rates of the program's inputs and outputs and not according to some optimization criterion; readers interested in these topics can refer to Gupta et al. [1999] ; (2) Replicate the program on each location; (3) On each location, suppress the sequential actions not belonging to the considered location; (4) On each state of the automaton of each location, insert sending actions in order to solve the data dependencies between any two distinct locations; (5) On each state of the automaton of each location, insert receiving actions in order to match the sending actions.
To make the obtained distributed programs less sensitive to communication latencies, the sends are inserted as early as possible in the OC program, while the receives are inserted as late as possible. Neither of the two insertion algorithms crosses the state frontier, that is, the send and receive actions are inserted state-by-state.
Finally, the correctness of our distribution algorithm has been formally proved in Caillaud et al. [1997] , meaning that the obtained distributed program is functionally equivalent to the initial centralized one.
Communication Primitives
We choose to have two FIFO queues for each pair of locations, one in each direction. This is quite cheap in terms of execution environment and has proved to work satisfactorily . Concretely, we use two communication primitives:
r The send primitive send(dst,var) sends the current value of variable var to location dst by inserting it into the queue directed toward dst. r The receive primitive var:=receive(src) extracts the head value from the queue starting at location src and assigns it to variable var, which is the local copy of the distant variable computed at location src.
These primitives perform both the data transfer and the synchronization needed between locations: when the queue is empty, receive is blocking. The only requirement on the network is that it must preserve ordering and integrity of messages. 
Distribution of the FILTER Program
From now on, let us assume that the user wishes his FILTER program to run over two computing locations L and M, according to the following rate-distribution specifications.
Location name
Assigned rates
We now need to derive the corresponding distribution specifications, expressed on the inputs and outputs of the program, instead of the assigned rates (as required by our distribution algorithm). To do this, we assign to a given computing location all the inputs and outputs whose rate belongs to it.
We also infer the rate of each location. Indeed, knowledge of these rates will be required to compute the final WCET (in Section 5.1). To compute the inferred rate of any given location, we take the root of the smallest subtree containing all the rates chosen by the user.
For the above distribution specifications, we obtain: (1) The go(CK,IN) action from the centralized FILTER program has been split into two actions: go(CK) on location L and go(IN) on location M. This is a direct consequence of our distribution specifications.
• A. Girault et al. (2) On location M, all computations are scheduled on its rate CK. Hence, they are necessarily inside the then branch of the test if(CK). Only a send or a goto can appear in the else branch, which is the case in state 0. (3) The value of CK is sent by location L and received by location M at each cycle of the base rate. As a result, location M actually runs at the speed of the base rate instead of CK. Assume that the communications take 1 time unit. The new WCETs for L and M are, respectively, 2 and 8 time units. On a multiprocessor architecture, the global WCET is 8, hence, the situation is the same as before; on a monoprocessor architecture, it is worse, since the global WCET is 10. One reason is that CK is sent by L to M at each cycle. Would the period of L be smaller than that of M, the size of the FIFO queue would be unbounded.
Instead of the distributed program of Figure 5 , we would like a program where location M runs at the speed of its assigned rate, that is, CK. This would give enough time for the computation of the long-duration task embedded in SLOW. In the next section, we explain in detail our method to achieve this.
THE PROPOSED METHOD
In location M of the distributed program of Figure 5 , the go(IN) action could be performed inside the then branch of the test if(CK). Indeed, the rate of IN is CK and, therefore, a new value of IN is only expected at those cycles where CK is true. If we manage to move the go(IN) action inside the then branch of the test, then all the actions performed by location M will be scheduled on CK, except the CK:=receive(L). Hence, the idea is that a carefully chosen bisimulation should be able to detect that, in such a case, the if(CK) branching is useless. Suppressing this useless if(CK) test on location M will obviate the sending of CK by location L and, consequently, the receiving of CK by location M, therefore allowing the two processes to run at different rates, that is, to have their rates desynchronized! 
Moving the Go Actions Downward
Moving the go actions downward concerns only the programs of the computing locations whose rates are not the base rate. For each such location, let CK be its rate and IN 1 ,. . . ,IN n be its n inputs, as specified by the distribution specifications. Hence, the current action at the root of its DAGs is go (IN 1 ,. . . ,IN n ). We traverse each of its DAGs downward, starting from the root, as follows:
r On a unary node, continue in the next node. r On a branching if(var), if var is CK, then insert go (IN 1 , . . . ,IN n ) at the beginning of the then branch, mark the DAG, and terminate; otherwise continue in both branches then and else. r On a branching closure, continue in the next node. r On a leaf, do nothing. r At the end of the traversal, if the DAG is marked, then remove the go at its root. It means that a go action has been inserted somewhere in the DAG.
To illustrate this algorithm, we apply it to the FILTER program. According to our distribution specifications (see Section 3.3), only the DAGs of location M need to be traversed. Figure 7 shows the result for state 0, while Figure 8 shows the result for state 1.
Suppressing Useless Branchings
In , we have presented an algorithm for suppressing binary branching whose branches are observationally equivalent. It involves traversing each automaton, starting from the first node of its initial state's DAG, and for each branching encountered, checking whether or not both branches are observationally equivalent. If they are, then the branching is suppressed; otherwise, it is kept. Checking if two branches are observationally equivalent is done on-the-fly with a bisimulation, called test bisimulation.
For our method to work, we split Step 4 of our distribution algorithm (see Section 3.1) into two phases. The branching suppression will take place between these two phases. During the first phase, we only insert the send actions concerning the unary nodes of the DAG, that is, everything but the branchings. During the second phase, we insert the send actions concerning the binary nodes, that is, the branchings that were not suppressed.
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The test bisimulation is formally expressed by three axioms and six inference rules (defined below). These axioms and rules apply to OC programs represented as CCS terms [Milner 1980 ] of the form:
where x belongs to a finite set of variables. Intuitively, a.q represents a unary node with action a, while c 1 .q + c 0 .q represents a binary node with action c 1 leading to the then branch and action c 0 leading to the else branch, and, finally, rec x.q is the starting point of a loop. Here a, c 1 , and c 0 are abstract actions defining the concrete actions performed by the program.
We consider only closed and well-guarded terms, that is without free variables (i.e., each variable instance is bound by a rec), and such that each variable occurs within some subterm a.q , c 1 .q , or c 0 .q (i.e., there is no empty loop, such as rec x.x). We call them deterministic binary terms, noted DBTs.
We also define invisible binary terms, noted IBTs, as closed and well-guarded terms of the form:
The difference between an IBT and a DBT is that the only concrete actions performed by an IBT are binary branchings (i.e., binary DAG nodes), while a DBT performs both regular actions (i.e., unary DAG nodes) and binary branchings. Indeed, for our purpose of branching suppression, we consider branchings to be invisible actions in the sense of observational equivalence. Note that any IBT is also a DBT.
For instance, to build the DBT of the FILTER program (location M), we start by defining the abstract actions according to Table I. Note that goto actions do not appear in the DBTs, since we want to represent full programs and not just DAGs; hence, goto actions are "expanded."
According to Table I, 
and the three symmetrical rules The principle is the following: for any pair of terms p, q , if we can build a proof tree with root ∅ v p, q , then p and q are test bisimilar, which we note p ∼ q. The labels "i" and "v" allow the correct comparison of IBTs with DBTs. More specifically: r H i p, q is the root of a proof subtree whose nodes are exclusively instances of rule 5 and whose leaves are exclusively instances of axiom 3; this means that one of the two subterms only performs branchings-hence "i" for invisible; r H v p, q is the root of a proof subtree with at least one internal node being an instance of rule 2, 3, 4, or 6, or one leaf being an instance of axiom 1 or 2; this means that both subterms at least perform one identical actionhence "v" for visible.
The purpose of the three axioms and six rules is as follows:
r Axiom 1 states that a DBT is always test bisimilar to itself. r Axiom 2 states that two IBTs are always test bisimilar. r Axiom 3 and rule 6 allow any pair p, q to be considered at most once, even in the presence of loops in the DBTs. Indeed, loops in the DBTs could We have proved in that the inference system of Table II is sound and complete. In other words:
Actually building the proof tree with a reasonable time and space complexity is difficult. For this purpose, we use an on-the-fly algorithm inspired from Fernandez and Mounier [1991] .
We illustrate our test bisimulation with our FILTER program (location M). For the sake of brevity, we consider here only the DBT of state 1 (shown in Figure 8 
x]).
We thus build the proof tree of Figure 9 .
Building the proof tree of Figure 9 proceeds in three steps. set. In the second step, rule 4 consumes the branching c 1 /c 0 and creates two branches in our proof tree. The left branch is ended thanks to axiom 1. The right branch is ended thanks to axiom 3. As a result, a.b.d .e. p ∼ p, and the branching can be suppressed. Therefore, the DBT for Figure 8 Figure 10 shows the result of applying our test bisimulation to the DAGs of location M. In state 1, the parts labeled q 1 and q 0 are found to be bisimilar. Hence, the branching is suppressed (see the proof tree above). The same goes in state 0 for p 1 and p 0 , even though there is a goto in the else branch.
Discussion
At this point, there remains to insert the send actions for the condition variables of the branchings that have not been suppressed. For the FILTER program, the only remaining branching is the if(CK) of location L, and since CK belongs to location L, nothing is inserted. Finally, all the receive actions need to be inserted. For the FILTER program, the corresponding result is shown in Figure 11 : Figure 12 shows a run of the new rate desynchronized FILTER program on a distributed architecture, to be compared with Figure 6 .
Observe that the period of L can now be smaller than that of M. In this run, the former is one-third of the latter, CK being true once every three instants. For instance, with the same durations as in Section 3.3, the periods of L and M can be, respectively, 3 and 9.
On a single-processor architecture with a preemptive operating system and a RM scheduling policy, Figure 13 the second occurrence of CK, which corresponds to cycle 4 of task L and to the beginning of cycle 2 of task M. At this point, task L begins and is suspended as soon as it reaches the OUT:=receive(M) action, since the queue is empty. Then, M begins and immediately sends OUT, which resumes L. Since L has a higher priority, it preempts M and completes its execution. Then, M resumes and continues until the beginning of L's cycle 5, when it is preempted by L. This results in slicing M into M1, M2, and M3. Here, the deadlines are met thanks to the distribution into two rate desynchronized processes. In the next section, we present a data-flow analysis that will move the send actions backward in order to prevent this unnecessary task switching. Figure 13 shows that a lot of unnecessary task switching may occur. We propose to apply a tailored data-flow analysis to move the sending of OUT from M to L backward, that is just after the assignment to OUT. As a result, the preemptions taking place in Figure 13 will not occur, resulting in the run shown in Figure 14 .
Data-Flow Analysis
The goal of this data-flow analysis is to move the send actions backward. As explained in Section 3.1, the send actions are initially inserted on a state-bystate basis (step 4). In contrast, here, we cross the state frontier. This analysis also takes place before the insertion of the receive actions, to avoid messing with the order of the values transmitted in the FIFO queues.
For this purpose, we define for any action a the set def(a) of the variables it defines (e.g., {x} for an assignment x:=e or a go(x)).
Then, for each location s, for each DAG of this location's program, we start a traversal at each leaf of this DAG. For each other's location t, we define one set Sent s,t , initially empty, which will contain, at any point, the variables sent by s to t; we propagate these sets upward in the following way:
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(1) When reaching a send(t,x), remove it from the DAG and insert x in Sent s,t ; (2) When reaching an action a, for each x ∈ def(a) and for each t such that x ∈ Sent s,t , remove x from Sent s,t and insert a send(t,x) in the DAG just after the action a; (3) When reaching a branching closure, duplicate each set Sent s,t and proceed in both branches then and else; (4) When reaching a branching, compute each intersection Sent (5) When reaching the root of a DAG that is not the program's initial state, say, state u, replicate each nonempty set Sent s,t into as many copies as leaves goto u that exist in the program, and proceed in all theses leaves; for all the other empty sets, Sent s,t , the traversal terminates here.
• A. Girault et al. This traversal terminates because the number of states is finite and because any sent value is always expected by the destination location in the same DAG where the send action appears initially (this is true by construction; see Caspi et al. [1999] ). Hence, any variable inserted in a Sent s,t set is extracted from this set either during the first traversal of the DAG where it was inserted (if the action that needs its value is "above" the initial send) or during the second traversal (if it is "below"). As a result, in both cases the set Sent s,t is empty after the second traversal of this DAG when it reaches the root, so the algorithm terminates.
Concerning our example, the program of location L does not contain any send, so this data-flow analysis leaves it unmodified. The program of location M contains two leaves in states 0 and 1, respectively. The DAG of state 0 does not contain any send, so the traversal initiated at the leaf of this DAG has no effect. The DAG of state 1 contains one send(L,OUT), just below the go (IN) . Here is what happens: the traversal is initiated at the leaf goto 1 with an empty set Sent M,L . When the send(L,OUT is reached, it is removed from the DAG and OUT is inserted in Sent M,L . The root of state 1 is then reached (go (IN) ), which has two incoming transitions-one from state 0 and one from state 1. The traversal is thus resumed from the two corresponding leaves goto 1. In the DAG of state 0, the write(OUT) is first reached, with no effect. The OUT:=SLOW(IN) is then reached, since OUT ∈ Sent M,L , a send(L,OUT) is inserted at this point and Sent M,L becomes empty. Exactly the same thing happens in the DAG of state 1. This traversal is illustrated in Figure 15 , where the send(L,OUT) in the dashed box is removed and replaced by the two send(L,OUT) in the solid boxes.
Inserting the Receive Actions
What remains to do is to insert the receive actions. The algorithm of Section 3.1, step 5 works, but on a state-by-state basis. For the same reason advocated when moving the send actions backward, we do want to cross the state frontier. Therefore, we propose a new receive insertion algorithm. For this purpose, we define, for any action a, the set use(a) of the variables it uses (e.g., {y, z} for the assignment x:=y+z). Our algorithm consists of a traversal of the program, starting from the root of the initial state's DAG, with a FIFO queue Queue s,t for each pair of locations (s,t), which will contain at any point the variables sent by s to t, in their sending order (hence, the usage of FIFO queues instead of sets). These initially empty FIFO queues are propagated forward in the following way:
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(1) When reaching a send(t,x) computed by s, insert x at the tail of Queue s,t ; (2) When reaching a leaf goto u, propagate all the queues Queue s,t to the root of the DAG of state u, and resume the traversal at the root of this DAG; (3) When reaching a DAG's root, if it is unmarked, mark it and propagate all the queues Queue s,t to the first node of the DAG; if it is already marked, do nothing; (4) When reaching an action a computed by t, for each x ∈ use(a) computed by s where s =t (hence, x is a distant variable of t), if x ∈ Queue s,t , then extract the head variable h from Queue s,t and insert a h:=receive(s) action in the DAG of location t, until the variable x is extracted; this ensures that the receive actions are inserted in location t in an order that matches exactly that of the send actions in location s; (5) When reaching a branching, duplicate each queue Queue s,t and proceed in both branches then and else; (6) When reaching a branching closure, for each pair of locations (s,t), compute the greatest common suffix Queue suffix s,t of the queues Queue then s,t and Queue else s,t ; it contains the variables that have been sent by s to t in both branches and such that the sends are the closest to the branching closure; they can, therefore, be received after the closure; so, in the then branch, for each location t, extract each variable h from the head of the truncated queue Queue This traversal terminates when all the DAGs are marked. Moreover, the traversal is consistent because, when a root is pointed to by several leaves (i.e., several goto u), then the queue Queue s,t that will be propagated from each of these leaves will contain exactly the same variables in the same order.
Concerning our example, since there is no send from L to M, the queues Queue L,M remain empty during the whole traversal, so nothing happens for M. Figure 16 illustrates what happens for L. As said above (footnote 5), the data structure traversed by the receive insertion algorithm consists of a single ordered list of DAGs, where each node is labeled with the set of locations that must compute its action. For instance, the unary node "(L) RES:=0" means that the action RES:=0 must be computed by the sole location L. Hence, this singledata structure represents the program of both locations L and M. Here, only the queue Queue M,L is depicted: "∅" means that it is empty, while "x,y]" means that it contains the values of x and y, with y being the head value.
• A. Girault et al. The traversal begins at the root of state 0's DAG, with the queue Queue M,L being initially empty (at point ᭺ 1 ). When traversing the DAG of state 0, in the then branch a send(L,OUT) is encountered (at point ᭺ 2 ), so OUT is inserted at the tail of Queue then M,L . Since none of the actions encountered after has OUT in its use set, the leaf goto 1 is reached with still OUT ∈ Queue then M,L . In contrast, in the else branch, Queue else M,L is empty when the leaf goto 0 is reached. Note that the branching closure is never reached because of the two leaves.
As a consequence, the traversal resumes in state 1 with Queue M,L containing OUT alone. In the then branch, the action RES:=OUT is encountered, with OUT in its use set (at point ᭺ 3 ); OUT being in Queue ᭺ 6 ). In the else branch, none of the actions encountered has OUT in its use set, so the branching closure is reached with still OUT ∈ Queue else M,L (also at point ᭺ 6 ). Hence, the greatest common suffix contains only OUT, while both truncated queues are empty. Therefore, no receive action is inserted in the then and else branches, and the leaf goto 1 is reached with OUT ∈ Queue M,L . The traversal terminates here since the DAG of state 1 is already marked. As a result, the final programs of locations L and M are shown in Figure 17 . In location M, the codes of states 0 and 1 are identical. An automaton minimization tool can detect this and remove state 1, replacing the goto 1 in state 0 by a goto 0.
The New Distribution Algorithm
Taking into account the modifications described in Section 4.1 and 4.4, our new rate desynchronization algorithm involves the following successive steps:
(1) Locate each sequential action; same as Section 3.1, step 1; (2) Replicate the program; same as Section 3.1, step 2; (3) Suppress the sequential actions; same as Section 3.1, step 3; (4) On each state and each location, move the go action downward according to the rate of the computing location; see Section 4.1; (5) On each state of the automaton, insert send actions to solve the data dependencies between two distinct locations, except when concerning branching actions; (6) On each state and each location, suppress the useless branchings; see Section 4.2; (7) On each state, insert send actions to solve the data dependencies concerning the branching actions that were not suppressed during step 6; (8) Move the send actions upward with a data-flow analysis; see Section 4.4; (9) Insert the receive actions with the new algorithm; see Section 4.5.
DISCUSSION

Checking the Temporal Requirements
Checking the temporal requirements is always crucial when programming embedded reactive systems. This involves computing the WCET of the object code generated by the compiler, and comparing it to the execution loop period it is embedded in (see Section 1.2). In our case, it is more complex because the program is distributed into n processes. Each of the n processes is an OC program, a finite state automaton with a DAG of actions in each state. We compute the WCET of an OC program as the maximum of its DAGs' WCETs. This is where the long-duration tasks are taken into account. We thus have n WCET, each corresponding to a program whose execution rate is the location's rate (see Section 3.3).
r If each location's rate is constant (i.e., does not vary dynamically), then we can compute the utilization factor of each processor and check the Liu and Layland condition to know whether a static or dynamic priority schedule is feasible or not [Liu and Layland 1973] : namely rate monotonic (RM) for the static priority policy and earliest deadline first (EDF) for the dynamic priority policy. Note that to avoid uncontrollable context switching between tasks, static priorities are preferable for hard real-time systems.
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Concerning our FILTER example, the WCET of locations L and M are, respectively, 2 and 8. Since the rates of locations L and M are 5 and 15, respectively, the Liu and Layland condition for RM holds:
As a result, the schedule shown in Figure 13 above is feasible with static priorities under the RM policy. r What happens if some rates vary dynamically? For instance, a given input can be present each time some other input is greater than some threshold. In such a case, the Liu and Layland conditions are useless, so checking the temporal requirements is much more difficult. Yet, it can be the case that each rate follows a cyclic pattern, with the WCET of each program following the same cyclic pattern (otherwise, as explained in Section 1.3, there is an inconsistency). For instance, a given input can be present twice every three iterations. It is then possible to check the Liu and Layland conditions for each combination of presence and absence of the inputs and outputs, the total number of such combinations being the meta-period of the cycles.
Implementation
The method presented in this paper has been implemented in the ocrep tool, 8 to distribute automatically OC programs with the bisimulation-based branching reduction.
It has been successfully tested on several OC programs produced by either the LUSTRE [Halbwachs et al. 1991] or the ESTEREL [Berry and Gonthier 1992] compilers (a two-player tennis game, a digital wristwatch, and various control software for car-making factories). Both are synchronous programming languages, particularly well suited to designing reactive embedded systems [Benveniste et al. 2003 ]. The synchronous approach has been proposed to ease the design of reactive systems. It is based on the so-called synchronous abstraction. Without entering into details, it is similar to the abstraction made when designing synchronous circuits at the gate level. The Ocrep tool acts as a postprocessor for the LUSTRE and ESTEREL compilers. Concretely, it takes as input an OC program foo.oc, and a file foo.rep containing the distribution specifications (see item 1 in Section 3.1).
In the following two sections, we give details of how our method is applied to LUSTRE and ESTEREL programs.
Automatic Clock-Driven Distribution of Lustre Programs
LUSTRE is a data-flow synchronous programming language [Halbwachs et al. 1991] . Like SIGNAL/POLYCHRONY [Le Guernic et al. 1991] and LUCID Synchrone [Caspi and Pouzet 1996] , it use clocks as powerful control structures to manipulate data [Caspi 1992; Colaço and Pouzet 2003] . In data-flow languages, each variable manipulated by the program is a stream, which is an infinite sequence of typed data, and clocks are a form of temporal types. The clock of a stream defines the sequence of logical instants where the stream bears a value. In LUSTRE, any Boolean stream can be a clock. A predefined clock always exists: it is the base clock of the program, which is the sequence of its activation instants. That is, the base clock is the stream of ticks of the execution loop. LUSTRE, SIGNAL/POLYCHRONY, and LUCID Synchrone offer operators to upsample and downsample streams. Downsampling allows the definition of a slower clock, while upsampling allows the projection of a slow stream onto a faster clock. All the clocks of a program can be represented within a single tree of clocks, whose root is the base clock. 9 A clock C1 is then said to be faster than another clock C2, if C2 is in the subtree whose root is C1. Clocks look very close to the rates introduced in Section 2.2. However, a clock has a more powerful meaning because of its language nature (i.e., it is a temporal type), something that a rate lacks. Figure 18 shows an example of a LUSTRE program (to the left) along with its clock tree (to the right). Note that when, current, pre, and → are, respectively, the downsampling, upsampling, delay, and initialization operators. Compiling this LUSTRE program gives the OC program of Figure 2 . Each node of its clock tree is decorated with the inputs and outputs whose clock matches the node. Note that this clock tree is identical to the rate tree of the FILTER OC program.
• A. Girault et al. As we have already noted for Figure 4 , the input value IN 1 = 14 yields the output value RES 4 = 42. The delay in cycles between these two values (the first cycle for IN versus the fourth cycle for RES) is because of the pre operator: it delays the upsampling of the OUT value of one cycle of the slow clock CK. In other words, it "gives time" to the SLOW computation to terminate before using its result to compute RES. As we have seen in Section 4, the corresponding OC program obtained can be rate desynchronized. However, the same LUSTRE program without the pre cannot be rate desynchronized. The technical reason is that the test bisimulation does not suppress the if(CK) branching on location M. It makes sense, because without the pre operator, the result of the SLOW computation is used at once to produce the value of RES. It is as if we were trying to schedule a long-duration task at a fast rate, which is, of course, impossible.
Finally, the ludivin 10 GUI [Salpétrier 2002 ] has been developed to automatically build the clock tree of a LUSTRE program, help the user specify a desired distribution, and call Ocrep to perform the rate desynchronization. Figure 19 is a screen-shot of the ludivin GUI, opened with the FILTER program. To avoid name conflicts, the base clock is named true, which is a keyword of LUSTRE. 
Automatic Rate Desynchronization of ESTEREL Programs
ESTEREL is an imperative synchronous programming language [Berry and Gonthier 1992] , now commercialized by ESTEREL Technologies, with successes in electronic design automation and avionics. It shares with LUSTRE the synchronous abstraction and programs can be compiled into the same automaton format OC.
It is possible to obtain an OC program similar to the one of Figure 2 (not exactly the same but having the same overall behavior) from the ESTEREL compiler. The corresponding ESTEREL program is shown in Figure 20 below. The "loop . . . each E" construct restarts its body each time the event E is present. A signal (input or output) is present if, and only if, it is emitted during the current reaction. The "||" construct launches its two branches simultaneously and terminates as soon as both branches terminate. The "emit X (V)" construct emits the output X with the value V, "?X" is the current value of X, and "pre(X)" is the previous value of X. The "suspend ... when E" construct suspends its body as soon as the event E is present. Finally, "immediate" implies that this suspension can occur in the same instant than the one when the body was started.
Compiling the above ESTEREL program produces the OC automaton of Figure 21 . Compared to OC programs obtained from the LUSTRE compiler, there are three particularities: first, the reset action assigns 0 to the variable in argument; second, V 5 is a local variable used to implement the pre operator; and third, P IN is the Boolean encoding the presence information of the input IN (and similarly for P CK). For the sake of clarity and space, Figure 21 shows a simplified version of the OC program, where the sink state has been removed, and where state 2, identical to state 1, has also been removed.
There is no clock in ESTEREL, so the clock-driven distribution method described for LUSTRE programs in Section 5.3 cannot be used. However, our rate desynchronization method described in Section 4 achieves the same result as with the OC FILTER program of Figure 3 ; that is, it produces a distributed program where the part computing the SLOW function (i.e., location M) can be run at the rate defined by the boolean input CK. The obtained rate desynchronized OC program is shown in Figure 22 . Observe that, in location M, all the branchings if ( P CK) have been suppressed. When distributing LUSTRE programs, the success of the method was expected since LUSTRE clocks are very close to OC rates. In contrast, for ESTEREL programs, this is more surprising, because there is no clock in ESTEREL. In fact, our rate desynchronization method does manage to produce distributed programs that can be run at different rates, provided that the computations are sufficiently decoupled. In some sense, this means that we were able to "create" a clock in the ESTEREL program. Note that our method also "creates" clocks with LUS-TRE programs where there is no clock, but where some computations are also sufficiently decoupled.
Related Work
There has been a lot of general work in the research area of automatic distribution and parallelization. Gupta et al. [1999] presents a good survey paper on this topic, with its Section 5 being devoted to distributed memory parallelism. Yet, none of the existing general methods tackles the specific problem of longduration tasks, rate desynchronization, or clock-driven distribution. To the best of our knowledge, our method is the only one to address this specific problem. Nonetheless, there are a number of related approaches worth mentioning.
Our work is related to GIOTTO [Henzinger et al. 2003 ], a compiler for embedded systems. Its abstraction consists of instantaneous communication, timedeterministic computation, and value-deterministic computation. This is very much like the synchronous abstraction. GIOTTO's basic functional unit is the task, which is a periodically executed piece of code. One important point is that each period must be static. In contrast, rates (or clocks) can specify periods that change dynamically, even though the consistency checking between the clock (which is nonperiodic), the task execution time (which must also vary dynamically), and the processor performances is more complex. A GIOTTO program can also be annotated with platform constraints, which are similar to our distribution specifications: a constraint may map a particular task onto a particular CPU. The GIOTTO compiler schedules the tasks onto the target architecture, and guarantees that the logical semantics is preserved (w.r.t. both functionality and timing). However, a GIOTTO program might be overconstrained when it does not permit any execution consistent with the platform constraints. In such a case, the compiler rejects it as nonvalid. In contrast, our method always produces an executable distributed program. Then, determining whether this program meets the desired timing constraints is left to the user. Since we use finite deterministic automata, computing such a worst-case execution time is feasible, although still subject to the intrinsic nondeterminism of modern processors (multilevel cache, pipeline, instruction level parallelism, and so on).
Another related work is Real-Time Workshop's (RTW) distributed code generation for SIMULINK programs [The MathWorks, Inc. 1999] . In SIMULINK, one can assign different rates to different blocks, in order to deal with long duration blocks. This approach is similar to clocks in LUSTRE, except that these rates are static whereas clocks are dynamic. Figure 23a is an example of such a program: the WCET of task B is five times longer than the WCET of task A, but accordingly, the rate of task A is five time faster than the rate of task B. RTW produces a schedule where task B is preempted by the successive instances of task A, which is faster and has, therefore, a higher priority: this schedule is shown in Figure 23b . Because of the successive preemptions of task B by task A, task B is sliced into several chunks: B1, B2, B3, B4, and B5. The solid arrows from the successive instances of A to B1, B2, and so on, depict communications. The dashed arrow going down from B1 to A depict the beginning of the preemption of B by A. The dashed arrow going up from A to B1 depict the end of the preemption.
The communication from A to B raises a problem: how can the data produced by A during its first cycle, and not the subsequent data, be used by B? As we can see in Figure 23b , task A sends its output at each of its cycles, while task B only expects an input data at the beginning of its own cycle. The solution involves adding a zero oracle between A and B, which inherits the priority of A and the rate of B, as shown in Figure 24a . In the new schedule of Figure 24b , only one data is sent and received. When the communication takes place from a low-rate block toward a high rate one, the solution involves adding a unit delay between the two blocks.
Another related work is ESTEREL's asynchronous tasks mechanism [Paris 1992 ]. Basically, a synchronous ESTEREL program can launch an asynchronous task by means of a dedicated output signal (called exec), and then be warned of its termination by means of a dedicated input signal (called return). Although not as powerful and flexible as rates, this mechanism allows long-duration tasks to be taken into account. However, they are handled externally w.r.t. the synchronous program, while our method allows them to be handled inside the OC program.
There has also been a lot of work done on the automatic distribution of SIGNAL/POLYCHRONY programs [Maffeïs 1993; Aubry et al. 1996; Benveniste et al. 1998 Benveniste et al. , 2000 . Distribution in SIGNAL is performed by first compiling the program into a hierarchical data-flow graph with conditional dependency equations, called a synchronized data-flow graph (SDFG). Vertices of this SDFG are signals and variables, while the edges are labeled with clocks. Therefore, each vertex is located in a hierarchy of clocks. In the most general case, the set of all the program's clocks form a forest instead of a tree. This means that the program does not have a base clock, which raises code-generation problems, since the periodic rate of the program cannot be statically determined. Yet, for a wide class of programs, the forest is reduced to a single tree and the program does have a base clock. Such programs are called endochronous. Once the SDFG is built, communications are inserted in it. Subgraphs are then extracted corresponding to different computing locations. It is then checked that two programs obtained in this manner are isochronous, meaning that their synchronous composition is equivalent to their asynchronous composition. Finally, sequential code is generated from each subgraph. However, this method does not directly perform the rate desynchronization (or the clock-driven distribution) of Signal program, meaning that the user is required to manually partition the source program into clock-wise fragments [Le Guernic 2003 ]. An interesting perspective would be to apply our rate desynchronization method to SDFGs.
Finally, a recent article ] describes a distributed implementation of LUSTRE programs over time-triggered architectures (TTA) [Kopetz 1997 ]. TTA includes a synchronous bus connected to all the processors, which sends them a global fault-tolerant clock. The authors introduce extensions of LUSTRE to annotate a program in order to define a periodic clock (periodic cl), to specify where a block should be executed (location), what its basic clock should be (basic period), and to specify its WCET (exec time). The authors then describe their implementation of LUSTRE over TTA, using a scheduler that, starting from the data dependencies partial order given by the LUSTRE compiler, has to solve a multiperiod multiprocessor scheduling problem. If no solution is found, the graph is refined. However, for long-duration tasks to be scheduled, it is necessary to have a partition of the program into smaller blocks (to be expressed in the source program by the user himself), while our method computes this partition automatically.
Concluding Remarks
To conclude, we would like to stress the original contributions of our work. We provide a method and tool to automatically distribute programs having a very general control structure (a finite state automaton with a DAG of actions in each state) according to the rates of the inputs and outputs, hence, avoiding the manual partition of an entire system into several tasks with different periods. The user only needs to partition the set of the program's rates. This rate desynchronization allows long-duration tasks to be taken into account inside such programs. That is, we are able to produce automatically distributed programs where the parts that perform slow computations do not impair the global reaction time of the program. This feature is crucial for embedded reactive programs having tight temporal constraints. Once the distribution is done, the Liu and Layland conditions can be checked to choose the most suited priority policy.
We have also shown how our rate desynchronization method can be applied to distribute a LUSTRE program according to its clocks, as well as to distribute an ESTEREL program where the computations are sufficiently decoupled into parts that can be run at different rates, exactly as if the ESTEREL program had clocks.
